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1. Abstract

2. Introduction
A reconfigurable transistor that can act both as a ntype and as a p-type MOSFET presents a flexibility of
operation that may enable better circuit design [1].
Many options use sophisticated fabrication processes
and architectures such as nanowires [2,3,4] to obtain a
reconfigurable transistor. There are papers that report
simulation results [5,6] for this kind of device. In this
work we introduce the new BE SOI MOSFET , a device
with very simple fabrication processes, no doping step
is needed, just conventional photolithography and
metal depositions are used [7,8] and has the
reconfigurable property.
The BE SOI MOSFET was fabricated at Integrated
System Laboratory (LSI) from University of São Paulo
(USP), Brazil. It was processed on a 200nm thickness
buried oxide SOI wafer with only three conventional
photolithography steps and no doping process (the
natural doping concentration is 1015cm-3). The final
silicon layer and the gate oxide thickness are 10nm
each. The source and drain Shottky contacts were made
with nickel and the metal gate with aluminum.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic profile of this planar
device and the picture of the fabricated device can be
seen in fig. 2.
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Fig.2. Pictures of the fabricated BE SOI MOSFET. a)array of
transistors b)insets of some transistors fabricated at
LSI/USP/Brazil.

3. Operation principle
The BE SOI MOSFET has a unique operation
principle that enables it to operate like a n-type or a ptype MOSFET transistor, depending on the back gate
voltage VGB.
In the case of a BE SOI nMOSFET, the VGB is
positive. Therefore, electrons are accumulated at the
back interface allowing the current flow from drain to
source. Similarly, in the case of a BE SOI pMOSFET
the VGB is negative and holes are accumulated at the
back interface.
Fig. 3 shows the drain current as a function of the
front gate voltage VGF for different VGB. It is possible to
note the flexibility of the device that can work as a ntype or a p-type transistor. The higher the |VGB| value,
the higher the current level because more charges are
accumulated at the back interface.
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This paper presents the new BE (Back Enhanced)
SOI MOSFET, a planar device fabricated at Integrated
System Laboratory (LSI) from University of São Paulo
(USP), Brazil, which has the property of operating both
as a n-type or as a p-type transistor. Also, the working
principle is explored by investigating experimental and
simulated data.
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Fig.1. BE SOI MOSFET schematic profile.
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Fig.3. Drain current as a function of the front gate voltage
VGF, working like a ptype (VGB<0) and n-type BE SOI
(VGB>0).

The current flow is controlled by the front gate
electrode. In the case of a BE SOI nMOSFET, if the
VGF is enough negative, the silicon layer under the front
gate stack is fully depleted and the current is ceased.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation of the band diagram in the
off state of the transistor (using Synopsys Sentaurus
[9]). The energy barrier seen by the electrons in
source/channel region stops the current flow.
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Fig.4. Band diagram simulation (Sentaurus) of the BE SOI
nMOSFET.

An analogous behaviour occurs in the case of a BE
SOI pMOSFET. If the VGF is enough positive the silicon
layer under the front gate stack is fully depleted and the
current is ceased. Fig. 5 shows the simulation of the
band diagram in the off state of the transistor where the
energy barrier seen by the holes in source/channel
region stops the current flow.
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Fig.5. Band diagram simulation (Sentaurus) of the BE SOI
pMOSFET.

4. Conclusions
The working principle of the BE SOI MOSFET was
explored in this paper. This new device showed a
flexible operation principle; depending on the VGB value
it is possible to have a n-type or a p-type transistor. The
current level presented to be proportional to VGB and the
off state of the transistor was explained with simulation
results.
This flexible behavior and the simplicity of
fabrication make the BE SOI MOSFET an interesting
option of device architecture.
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